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CHAPTER 1 
1. Purpose , ,'. 
This manual sets forth the approved doctrines 
and procedures for the production of technical 
intelligence. 
2. Scope 
It is published as a guide for all concerned in 
order that technical intell igence information may 
be fully exploited by every echelon of command. 
Included in the manual are the delineation of 
responsibilities, the organization f or pr oduct ion, 
the f unctions of agencies, the techniques of pro-
duction, and the development of t~ch! !icn ! intelli -
gence. The organization and procedures described 
herein are in accordance with accepted doctrine 
and apply to a ll army personnel and agencies. 
Specific operational techniques covered in this 
manual are applicable primarily to the process-
ing of foreign materiel for the production of tech-
nical intelligence. Reference should be made to 
appropriate directives of the technical services 
for more detailed guidance in those instances 
where the mission of the operating unit is con-
cerned with nonmateriel research, 
AGO ,altiC 
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3. Command Responsibility 
The production and dissemination of technical 
intelligence is a fundio!l\ of command and is 
normally delegated byth~, cqmmander to the tech-
nical services. The t(~diriJc,al' service special staff 
office-I" s' speci fie ,. chifies·'· fildiide" i)bliiiing, 'coordi-
nation, t-lnc1 supervision of activities pertaining to 
the production of technical intelligence, The tech-
lifcal service special sfaff ollkci'is responsible for 
the collection, techniC.al evaluation, 'and (Ussemina-
tioll, in coordination 'with G2, of information perM 
taining to foreign technical activities (fig, 1), The 
term technical sC1''Vlce special stair ojilcer, a~ llsed 
throughout this manual, should be understood to 
)'Mer to the ranking ofllCCl'of the technical service 
elc;)'wnt of the ~pC'einl ~:j,,;fT H'dion :-tt Ow (_",,1101011 
concerned. 
':(!, Responsibiliiy.for obt'aining tcehnieal :-:ltelli-
g;:mtc inf()1.'rrlati011· :Cur' \~,.'c1i a's for processil ::' 'and 
c1i::,,::,(;minHtin.L~,· tcchni(:.~d ini:eiligenc:e is (1 fuadiol1 
of command: Operational dil'(~ction is delegated 
to the intelligence offieer of the appropriate tech-
nical servic<?, who is assisted by trnined inh~l1i­
genee specialists \vhen available. 
U. The Assistant Chief of Stair, G-2, \viil-
(1) Evaluate and interpret technical infor-
nlatioll in relatioil to a given operational 
situation to examine the probable 
COUl'S(~S of action open to opposing 
1'0],8(es, This process of evaluation and 
intel'pretaLon normally is based on tech-
nical serviee field· intcl1igence report~ 
AGO 43150 
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01' technical· studies produced by intclli-
g:ciH~e unit';:; of the respective technical 
services. 
(2) Anticipate military requirements in 
order to plan and coordinatc-
(a) The collection and disseminatiOll" of 
technical information. 
(b) The production, mainten'[)j~e, and dis-
scmination of technical intelligence, 
c, The technicalscrvice special staff ofllcer, 
tmdel' the general staff sl1pervishm of G2, will, in 
addition to his other duties, 
(1) Produce ilnd maintain technical report·, 
~-tl1d studies, '\\ihich are' 'the product' of 
tceJ"lllicnl al1;.d?sis, by---, ,- . 
(al Determination of requirements, 
. (I» Colicction of basic information, 
(c) 'Tcclll~liea'l evaluatl0110f the' _;):l~'fc 'ill~ 
formation. 
(d) Interp)'eiation of. the inform" tion to 
include items of military significance 
relating to i'oreigJl capabilities and 
their effects 011 OUl' ])Jan~:; and opera-
tions.' 
. (2) Disseminate technical reports. nne! slud-
ies and other technically evaluate(ill_ 
formation or intelligence through the 
appropriate, technieal service nnd./or in-
lcl1igcl1ee, channel. 
(3) Develop techniqucs required :[01' the 
process of technical analysis, 
-; , 
(4) Train personnel and units for specializa-
tion in technical analysis and the prepa-
ration of technical intelligence reports 
and studies. 
4. Definitions 
a. Milita?'y information includes all documents, 
facts, material, photographs, diagrams, maps, re-
ports, or observations of any kind which may 
serve to provide knowledge of a nation or theater 
of operations. It also includes information pri-
marily under the control and the jurisdiction of 
the United States Armed Forces, or of primary 
interest to them. The term is employed in the 
latter sense principally in .COillLction with prob-
lems of safeguarding information or of regulating' 
its release or distribution. 
U. Militnry intelligence is knowledge, acquired 
by the collection, eYaluation, analys' ''', integratioJl t 
and interpretation of all available ).r ['ormation 
concerning a possiLle or actual enelUY or areas of 
operations, including weather and terrain. It in-
cludes deductions concerning current gnd future 
enemy capabilities, vulnerabilities, and probable 
(:uur:)e~ of adioH \vhich can affect the accornplif.;hw 
ment of our mission. It is used as a basis for all 
operational plam and estimates. Military intel-
ligence also includes counterintelligence. 
c. Technical i11ielli,ge11ce is intelligence pertain-
ing to the principles of design and operation, 
nomenclature, physical characteristics, ~)erform­
ance, operational capabilities md limitations of 
AGO <SUO 
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foreign materiel and facilities used by or for the 
support of military forces. In a broader sense, 
technical intelligence may also embrace the manu-
facture, storage, installation, maintenance, and 
operating aspects of foreign materiel and facili-
ties, including the effects of weather, terrain, 
other environmental factors, and military action 
thereon, as well as the nature, organization, and 
activities of foreign agencies ·having functions 
analogous to those of the technical services ill the 
United States Army. 
d. Seientific intelligence is that component of 
strategic intelligence which deals with the 
progress of research and development of materiel 
b)' foreign nations with relation to its effect on 
the economic or military potential of these na-
tions. That part of the determination of the 
military potential that pertains to research amI 
development programs on \vcapons ove1'19p8 the 
field of technicnl intelligence. 
e. Intelligence targets are persons, documents, 
materiel, or installations possessing information 
of scientific, technical, or military value, either to 
b(, exploited or safeguarded. These are not to be 
confused 'with tactical OiO strutegie target::; for 
destruction. 
f. An intelligence target force ol'emtion is an 
operation prepared under the direction of G2 for 
the seizure, safeguarding, and exploitation of an 
intelligence target, usually at army group level. 
[I. The technical service field intelligence ?·epO?·t 
is a technical service report on foreign n1ateriel 
AGO tSlliC 
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anel fncilitic,:; covm'ing all technical jnfol'l11ution 
of rnilitary va1ue avai~able ~vithin the theater. 
11. Teclmic(1/. cmalysis is a process of eX<'llnining: 
foreign technicatinforml)tion, data, materiel, and 
facilities to distinguish' component parts and to 
dderminc various interrelationships of such data, 
materiel, .and facilities. :in relation to military 
operations. '1 his is not to be confused "'ith the 
intelligence term "evaluation." 
i. Evul1wtion (inteUille1",e) is the . process of 
determining the worth and the immediate Big'nifi-
canee of an item of information by appraising the 
reliability of its source, the credibility of its con-
tent, and its effect on the existing body of 
knowledge. 
J. The technical. intelligence field pl.o.n is a plan 
for the collection and processing of tc:chnica~ jl1-
tel1igen~e informatiol1, hand1ing of foreign ma-
, 'dissemjnatiOJ~ of technical .i1!t:cl1igence, 
(;;'12; .·dzr~tion for in(elJigl~ne0 t:'1rget force opcra-
hems) and emp]oyi:nent of technical service in-
telligence detachments. The theater army lilan is 
prepm'cc1 b)'the theater army G2 in coordination 
with theater chiefs of technical services. Support-
echelons hl the same manner. 
k. A technical intelli,gence ofjiee1' is a tech-
nically qllulified ofnccr aS8ignccl to the intelligence-
section of theater army, army, or other comn1ancl 
t.. acl\'isethe G2 in matter:; pertaining to technical 
htelligence. 
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I. Technical. service intelligence a/Far-
(1) This refers to a technically qualified in-
telligence oilleer of one of the technical 
services. He may command a technical 
service intelligence detachment (TSID), 
8-n%r be assigned to the appropriate 
technical service element of the special 
staff section at the echelon concerned, 
(2) In coordination with the technical service 
special staff officer and G2 (technical 
intelligence coordinator in the echelon to 
which the 1'SID is attached) he is re-
sponsible for-
(a.) The implementation of that portion of 
the collection plan that pertains to his 
service. 
(IJ) The exploitation of technical intelli-
g:C;DCC targets. 
(e) The preparation of l1eld reports. 
(d) The (~vneuntjon of e(luipn'JE~nt in e{)~ 
ordination vvith G2 and G4. 
(c) The acquisition, production, and main-
tenance of information and intelli-
gence concerning foreign materiel and 
facilities) peculiar to the interior needs 
of his staff section and technical serv-
ice, and to fulfilling the requiremens 
of G2, 
m. The technical intelligence coonlinotor is it 
specially trained intelligence officer assigned to 
command a Military Intelligence Service Organi-
zation (lV[ISO) technical intelligence coordinator 
AGO 4.31150 
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team (T/O&E 30-600 series ) to "ass ist the G2 in 
coordinating the activities of technical (and 
scientific) intelligence collecting and di sseminat-
ing agencies. 
n. Technical Service InteUigence Detachments 
(TSID ) . 
8 
(l i Each technical service maintains intelli-
gence detachments composed of its own 
personnel. Within the areas of interest 
of the service concerned, TSID's are 
responsible for-
(a) Collection of enemy or other foreign 
materiel, study of its components, its 
use and effectiveness, its 1Jossible U.S. 
research and development and/or G2 
intelligence value" together with the 
timely reporting of such' information 
through r espective technin l service 
and G2 intelligence channels. 
(b) Selecting and expediting the evacua-
tion of enemy or other foreign natior. 
materiel for resea r ch and develovnent 
and/or G2 intelligence purposes. 
(c) Assisting in the location, evaluation, 
and intelligence exploitation of those 
fo reign installations, facilities, person-
alities, agencies, and activities assr 
ciated with or cr ntributing to th 
planning, design, development, opera-
tion, research, field t esting, produc-
tion, storage, maintenance or con-
struction of equ ipment, i!1stall ations or 
f acilities analogous to those within the 
AGO 41110 
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designated field of interest or respon-
sibility of the particular technical 
service. 
(d) Conducting technical service intelli-
gence exploitation of information re-
positories, and participating in the 
production and maintenance of intelli-
gence data peculiar to the needs of his 
staff section and technical service. 
(2) TSID's normally are assigned to the 
appropriate theater chief of technical 
service, and attached to commands down 
to and including corps or separate com-
mands for the purpose of assisting the 
special staff officer of the service at that 
echelon in the fulfillment of his technical 
and scientific intelligence missions and 
functions. They may assist in instruct-
'I ing friendly and US troops in handling 
and use of captured enemy equipment. 
j ~ o. Technical intelligence coordinato1' tea :ns are 
specially trained ter.ms (T/O&E 30-600) assigned--
to the theater and attached to commands down to 
and including corps for the purpose of assisting 
G2 in general staff supervision and coordination 
of the overall technical and scientific information 
collection and intelligence production, mainte-
nance, and dissemination efforts. 
5. Obieclives 
Five major objectives are attained by proper 
intelligence exploitation of foreign muted eJ, faci l-
AGO 4S160 9 
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"ities, and other technical information sources. 
'1'h080 objectives (not necessarily in ordel' of 
priority) ar8- . 
IL. Prompt Del'c/op111ent of CountertlLct;ies and 
Countenveopons. There is a necessity for counter-
tactics and counterweapons to neutl'alize the effec-
tiveness of new foreign arms and equiplnent. I"tor 
example, technical sel'vice i:1telligence personnel 
determine the capability and limitations of it new 
type enemy tank. A countel'tactic, new tank, 
antitank gun, or other counterweapon is then de-
vised to combat this threat. 
Il. Prompt EX)Jloita.tion of New Ideas fOl' Our 
Benefit. Foreign scientists, technicians, or pro-
duction experts often develop new materiel, tech-
niques, or production methods. Our use or adapta-
tion of those ideas to our o"\vn planning and p1'o-
du(:t.ion Inay result in 118'\JiT or irnpl'oved equip-
"cw~nt) more rffiClcllt operating Dlethods, and better 
u~;c of facilities in foreign areas. 
c. Deductions as to C01labil.ities. Detailed study 
Df the physical and performance characteristics 
of a nation's materiel and facilities provides an 
inmortant Dart of the jnte11jvcnc{~ needed to :1rriY(,; 
at an estimate of military capabilities, at both 
tadical and strategic level. In addition, suell 
study llU1Y disclose critical shortages of 111at.el'inls 
which force the use of inferior substitutes, or it 
n1ay indicate production rates, new techniques, or 
bot1;]enecks which could be vulnerable points in 
the nntion's eCOn01l1y. 
d. U.se of Poreign Materiel Ql1rl PacilUies Z,7I 
Oil)' Po)'cc,~. Knowledge of forci[l'll Hl'rnS, 8111111U-
10 AGO <\;U5O 
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nition, supplies, facilities, equipment, technical 
personnel and agencies, and other resourees allows 
Our forces to employ captured and other foreign 
1l1nteriel and facilities with a minirnurn loss of 
time and efficiency. Appropriate technical services 
assist by preparing manuals, firing tables, tech_ 
nical bulletins, amlllunition interchangeability 
guides, and other training literature and aids, as 
well as technically detailed intelligence concernin!'. 
those aspects of foreign nreas required for per-
formance of their technical mission and functions. 
e. Use for Other 81mtcyic Plan1ling. Know) .. 
edge of foreign doch<nes, tacties, 01' techniques 
can affect planning for the logistical support to 
be rendered to attacki.ng forces. For e:xarnlJlc~) 
knowledge of a railroad destruction machine used 
by the en(~n can result in altering the (~stimatc 
Ci"f rails ne(,:c,:ed to support the operdti0ilS of a 
L!"; atel'. 
6. Relationship With Stratedc Intelligence 
Certain aspects of technical intellig"ence arc of 
tac.tical v;:l1uc, ce:;:tnin Otht:T8 fiXe vi ~tr<.ltegic value, 
and many overlap both Helds. For example, into1"_ 
chang"eability of enQlny mortal' ammunition with 
Our own is combat intelligence while chemical 
analysis of the ex.plosive lllay reveal strategic 
intelligence. Similnr examples may be cited with 
regard to technical iniel1igcnce concerning enemy 
01' other foreign facilities, equipment, personnel 
ngencies, and resources. It must be. rceogni:u:d 
that intclliry(";ncn Omcel'~, and the i:C'cl~nien1 "';e)'vi("{~:: 
AGO 431W 11 
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CQITjXN11~rity Inforriiat~n 
Authouifl;uu echelons are concerned with the processing 
By .of botl:l.JY12~lL of intellig~ce. 
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7. Sources 
During combat, most of this informatioll is 
secured from enemy personnel, document s, ma-
terial, and battlefield reports of observed effects 
of our own and enemy weapons and equipment. 
In the post-hostility or occupation phase, infor-
mation is obtained from the country's scientific 
and t echnical installations and personnel. During 
peacetime, information may be obtained from 
foreign military and foreign t echnical literature, 
as well as from the efforts of exc1~an ge personnel 
and other US Nationals- living abroad. 
12 AG O 48160 
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8. General 
R~~!l;:i~lrity Infoniia\'Pon 
CHAPTER 2 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
Section I. INTRODUCTION 
Upon cont~ct with hostile forces, access to a 
most r oduchve source of techn!~ltelli ,;encc_ 
cap:ured 01' evacuated army materiel (suPpli':s, 
eqUIpment, weapons, 01' other materiel togelh 
'th ' ~ WI accompanymg manuals or documents ) d 
f 'l 't ' , ff aT. aCI l ies-Is 0 ered to our combat forces, I 
order to obtain maximum results, G2's at a~ 
echelons mus,t acti~cly direct the technical intr,jli. 
gence ,collection eft?rt ,by developing an adequ~te 
collect IOn plan, asslgnmg priorities t o the coil 
tion r.gencies, and, disseminating target infor:'~ 
bon to the~ to assist their collection effort , Bal<ed 
upon thiS IllformatlOn, combat troops and t h 
. I . ec . 
mca service officers must develop pnrallel pi 
to i~sure that the colle,ction effort produces ~~: 
maximum results, ActIOns must be contl'nl lrj U~' 
,md aggressive, Coordination of the ove' ii 
collection effort is the responsibili ty of the AS!i~~ 
ant Chief of Staff, G-2, Department of the AI' ", 
This entails placing f unctional reponsibilitie my, 
t ' ' d' 'd I S rm cer am '~l ':" ua s , at ~ll levels of command. It 
also entails mdoctrmatlOn of all concerned in th 
correct handling of captured enemy materk~ 
documents, and perso,l1nel. The chiefs of t echn ita; 
services are responSible for the intelligence c%_ 
AGO auo 
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ploitation of equipment and facilities within their 
designated fields of interest and r<~s]lonsibility 
unde,' policies set forth by Assistant Chief of 
SUd, G,-2, Intelligence information on items in 
other fielde of inten~st must be requested through 
A"ccistant Chief of Staff, G-2. 
9. ReCj'Jirements 
Hequirements in the exploitation of captured 
enemy and other foreign equipment and facilities 
include (not necessarily in order of priority)-
a. Intelligence requirements of the United 
States and allies. 
b. Operational and training requil'ements \Yith-
in the theater where captmed. 
c, ;-linin ~ requirenlEmts for troops in the 
j' nil-CO States and oversea cornmands. 
d. Itcquirements for display purposes to im-
prove industrial incentive, ,val' ll1anpower re-
cruiting, or war bond promotion. 
e. Hequirements for economic support of POPUM 
lations in occupied i.:erritories. 
f. War memorial jlurposes. 
10. Pric:' ;ties 
Prj dties for th" use of captured enemy ma-
teriel ,re established by G2, based upon the re-
quirements ,'If higher echelons and his own 
requirclllents. 
14 AGO 431t>C 
Seclion II. INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITIES 
11. Genoml 
It is the responsibility of all individuals in the 
Army and of all persons attached for duty with 
its forces to promptly turn in or report the pres-
ence of captured enemy materiel and documents 
to the commanding ofilccr of their own or nearest 
army unit. Certain souvenir items may be ex-
cluded from thi.s procedure as prescribed by the 
theater commander. Individuals of the combat 
arms arc trained to identify enemy \venpons and 
equipment by sight or sound. Any new or Ull-
usual items are reported and, if possible, left in 
place for illt.ellip:cnce evaluation. In event of 
probable recapture, such materiel is evacuated 
or destroyed. 
12. Unit Commanr:k~rs 
a. 'rhe acLio,n iaken b:·,< all unit COll1111andel's 
concerning enemy materiel and facilities found 
in their zone of actio'l is as follows: 
(1) Provide proper safeguards to prevent 
unintel1tiorl:-J J rle,c~hneti (nl 1-11' C:OFlb~rt 
troops, delayed enemy' cle;nolition, civil-
ian looting, or l'en10\'al by sou,"enil' 
hunters among friendly elements. 
(2) Heport to next higher echelon of com-
mand. 
(3) Except in unusual circumstances, leave 
new, unusual, or dangerous Dlateriel in 
place, for disposition by appropriate 
technical services. 
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(.:.1) Evacuate other rnatedeI as salvage 
through technical service channels unless 
usable under prescribed policies. TSID's 
are available to aid, advise, coordinate, 
. and, in some cases, act.ually superv; ·;e 
the evacuation of all captured eney 
materiel. 
b. Unit commanders train members of their 
organizations in the recognition, characteristics, 
reporting, proper handling, and use of enemy or 
allied ammunition, weapons, and equipment. 
13. Souvenir Control 
a. Under the provisions of Article 103, Uniform 
Code of Military Justice, captured enemy materiel 
's the property of the United States. 
b. The retention or rctnrn of war trophies tc. 
cdividuals is in aceordance 'with directives troIn 
;' ig'her headquarters. 
c. All items of serviceable or unserviceable 
foreign materiel possess some military value. Part 
of this value is derived from information gained 
from serial numbers and other m~1rki:ng8. i?lhcn 
an item ceases to be of military value and its re-
lease is approved by the G2, it may be returned 
to an individual along with a certificate in dupli-
cate authorizing its retention by the individual. 
d. Commanders implemcnt the provisio:1S of 
SR 550-25-1 by insuring return of trophies, thus 
promoting gathering of information and materiel. 
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Section III. RESPONSIBILITIES OF INTElI.IGEI"CE 
PERSONNEl. TO TECHNICAlINTEI.lIGENCE 
14. Intelligence Officers 
Intelligence officers at all echelons an respon-
sible for the coordination of all functions pertain-
ing to technical intelligence as a part of their 
military intelligence duties. Specifically they-
a. Advise the commander and staff on technical 
intelligence matters. 
b. Initiate/implement pJans and directives con-
cerning collection and processing of information 
for the production of technical intelligence. 
c. Coordinate collection of data on intelligence 
targets. 
d. Insure an integrated and coordinated collec-
tion effort by technical services and other agencie8. 
e. Expedite transm.ission of scientific and tech~ 
nkal information obtairkd from av::·tilRbIe souttes 
ano. agc:lcics. 
f. Assist in production of tec1micaJ intelligence 
and disseminate the same to all concerned. 
g. Coordinate with the staff as required for 
tactical and logistical support of special intelli-
gCl1CG operations. 
h. In coordination with G3 initiate and super-
vise the technical intelligence training of all per-
sonns!. 
15. Theater Army G2 
In addition to the responsibilities outlined in 
paragraph 14, the theatcr army G2 is specifieally 
charged with the following functions: 
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(I. Insu!'(~ development of the technieal intelli-
gence portions of theater army plans and direc-
ti ves. 
b. Provide personnel and facilities for prisoner 
and document exploitation. 
c. Coordinate with theater chiefs of technical 
services on matters of common interest. 
d. Fulfill technical intelligence requirements 
pertaining to that theater of operations. 
16. Technical Intelligence Officer 
This officer may be assigned 01' attached to in-
telligence sections of the general staff of higher 
headquarters. His duties do not supersede those 
of the technical service staff officer but, as all 
assistant of the G2, do entail the furtherance of 
the technical intelligence plan and the staff co-
ordination of effort. His duties include-
(1. Advising on scientHic and teehllicd intelli .. 
gcnce llwtters. 
b. As~,isting in preparation and coordination of 
plans for the collection and dissemination of tech-
nkal information and intelligence. 
c. nlaintaining files on scientific and technical 
btcllir:enee tarp:ct.s. 
d. Jvlaintaining liaison with appropriate civil-
ian, Air Force, Naval, and allied agencies or 
individuals operating in his area. 
17. Technical Service Intelligence Officer 
This officer may serve in a dual capacity, either 
as eOll1l11ander of a technical service intelUgence 
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detachment under the operational control of the 
technical service special staff oil1c.er or as a meru-
bel' of the special staff section at the echelon to 
which- he is assigned or attached. His responsi-
bilities are directed toward carrying out the tech-
nical intdligence plan with the assistance of the 
technic" i intelligence coordinator. 
18. Technical Intelligence Coordinator 
This is an intelligence school-trained officer 
assigned to assist the Assistant Chief of Staff 
C--2, in eoordinnting and supervising collectio~ 
}letivities of a tcd1l1ical and scientific nature. He 
is generally ineludecl on staffs of separate com-
mands, corps, and higher units. He does not 
supersede the special staff officer as the com-
111fl.llcIrr's technical ad"vjsol', but he assists 1n the 
overall technical intelligence effort. His specifie 
duties include-
a. ExpcdHing and assisting in translation of 
<me.rny dOCUl1H.mts it:uu lllLerrogatiol1 rrports per-
taining to technical matters. 
b. Assisting in the development of the collection 
plan to insure techniC-al lnatters are adcquatdy 
eoverec1. 
c. Assisting ill selection and interrogation of 
prisoners with technical knowledge. 
CZ. Rendering assistance in the collection, ex-
ploitation, and evacuation of items in which more 
than on8 service is concerned. 
c. Assisting and coordinating special technical 
intelligence targets coverage. 
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f. Coordinating activities of technical intelli-
gcr. :~e agencies. 
19. Chiefs ofT"chnicel Service 
Within their designated fields of interest, they 
are re.,'ponsible for-
(t, Producing and maintaining information and 
intelligence peculiar to their interior needs and 
to fulfilling the requirements of G···2, Department 
of the Army, including intelligence concerning-
(1) The design, performance, manufacture, 
;:;tol'nge, military requirements, mainte-
nance, operational capabilities and 
limitations of foreign weapons a,d mili-
tary eqnipment, and the nccessn --y milL 
tary organizations, insh1l1ations, and 
techniques pertaining thereto. 
(2) Thr:; nature, eharacteristics, capaeity~ 
uctivitics, limitations, vulnernbilitic;s~ 
and military use potentials of foreign 
facilities, including the effects of 
\'leather, terrain, other envir0111nental 
factors, and enClUY action on op(-~rations 
:-(1")(1 :l,,-,:.(~oejnte.d ~H~tivities 
b. Disseluinating pertinent intelligence and in-
telligence i11formation to elements of the Techni-
cal Service, and to the Assistant Chief of Staff, 
G .. ·2, Department of the Army for further dis-
sendnation. 
c, Exercising technical supervision over the 
ollectioll and exploitation of technical intelligence 
,!formation in theaters of operations, 
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d. Exploitation and pi'oecssing of foreign ma-
teriel r(~ccived from oversea theater.s, in accord-
ance with policies and procedures prescribed by 
Department of the Army. 
e. Processing specific requests for technical 
inbrmation and foreign materiel through tech-
lical channels to appropriate technical service 
staff oillcel'8 and other elements of the tc:chnical 
service in 'theaters of operations, in accordance 
with established policy and procedures of De-
partment of the Army, 
f. Training personnel and units for specializR-
tion in technical analysis and the preparation of 
technical intelligence reports, studies, and esti-
mates. 
20. Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, Deparimr.:nt of the Arm)' 
The follO\vjng are additional tcchnir.n1 inh~lJj­
,nee :fun('.tion.~; of the ,Assist.:lnt CL,ief of StalT, 
,-2, Deparbnent of the Army-
a. To process specific requests for infol'1nation 
for the technical I:'orviccs to agencies concerned. 
b. To coordinate within D0partm.cnt of Army 
in accordance 'with joint policies, the allocation, 
evacuation, processing, and disposition of cap-
tu'ed materiel. 
c. To insure integr:tion and unifol'mity of 
effort among the :n'anches of the army in the 
coilection of information, 
d, To establish requirements for and informa-
tion on, as required, scientific and technical in-
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telligencc targets and provide direction for their 
exploitation. 
c. To evaluate technical reports produced by 
the services to insure coordination and conform-
ance \vitl). current intelligence. 
/. To coordinate and supervise the collecting, 
processing, and evaluating of equipluent mark-
ings. 
g. To disseminate information required for 
training literature and aiels pcrtaining to the 
foreign armies recognition progran1. 
h. To dissenlinute completed intelligence. 
Seclion IV. RESPONSIBILITIES OF TECHNICAL SERVICE 
PERSONNEL TO TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE 
21. Technical Service Special Staff Officers 
Under the general staff' supervision of G2, the 
intelligence duties of the technical service special 
FtHff ofncel's, in addition to those outlined in para-
graph 3c, include-
u. Supervising the collection, examination, and 
reporting on captured clwmy materiel and docu~ 
ments. 
b. Implementing and operating' the systmTI of 
evacuation of captured 111Hteriel. 
c. Advising the technical intelligence officer 011 
technical matters as requircd. 
d. The forwarding of reports on processing' of 
materiel and information derived therefrom 
through intelligence and technical service chan-
nels. 
c. Providing, 'Ivithin his fIeld of interest .. in-
formation for the training of troops on foreign 
mntcricI to inclucle recognition, chm'ueteristics, 
use, and interehangeability with United States 01' 
allied equipment. 
/. Acquiring, pl'oc!ueing', and ma.illtaining in-
formation and intelligence concerning foreign 
materiel and facilities, peculiar to the interior 
needs of his stuff section and technical service and 
to fulfilling the requirements of G2. 
22. Theater Army Chiefs of Services 
The theater <ll'1l1Y chief of tec1mieal service is 
re'ponsiiJlc for assiding the theater army G2 in 
the production of scientific and technical intclli-
u'c:nce on forcig'n n1<lteric1, instnlbtiolls, nnd faci1-
ities for whicl~ his servke is responsible. This 
entails the following functions: 
n. Formulation of the ~el'Vjce teclmic,,] intelli-
gence plan in consonance wit.h th{; tcchniu-tl 1)01'-
tion of theater intelligence plans or annexes. 
b. Providing the necessary trained technical 
intelligence personnel to insure accomplishment 
of hi;.; n:)signed luission. 
c, Coordination with the theater urmy G2 COl1-
cel'l1ing facilities for the interrogation of enemy 
personnel with technical 01' scientific information 
potential, the screening of technic"l documents, 
and the exploitation of foreign materiel and 
facilities. 
d. Preparation of reports, studies, analyses, 
and estimates concerning capabilities, vulnerabili-
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ties, and limitations of enemy and other foreign 
materiel to include identifying features, char-
acteristics, condition, capacities, use and perform-
ance, maintenance, and military potentialities, for 
interior use and dissemination through intelli-
gence an"d technical service channels. 
, Dissemination of information for training 
literature and aids for instruction of troops in 
the exploitation of captured ammunition, weap-
ons, and equipment. 
f. Recommending of countermeasures against 
certain items of enemy equipment. 
g. ProcEJSl'l!nlr~~t~¥Afnce data to include 
equipment4>h'tH· ,. rl a1!c6'l:dance with Depart-
ment of the hhmy. direc\;'i\>esy 
h. Implementation of Department of the Arm,' 
policies concerning disposition of captured ma-
teriel under general staff supervision of G2 and 
G4" 
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Figure 1. Flou,J of technical intelligence a.nd information. 
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CHAPTER 3 
ORGANIZATIOI'-l AND FUNCTIONS 
Section J. INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATION 
23. Introduction 
The production of technical and scientific in-
tellio'cnce is a two-fold effort. It entails pm·tici-pati~n by intelligence and technical services 
agencies, each using its 0"\\'11 channels (fig. 1). 
j\ lthoutdl these ageneics are treated separately }~~reinJ'-e1ose coordination and continuity of effort 
at all echelons is ll1andatory. 
2.'·1. Lower Units 
Intelligence oricCl'S in 8eh8Jo113 101v81' than corps 
l1'J::'TJ1nl1v acc01nplish thEdr trchn1cQl lnission with~ 
out ben'cHt of attached technical service intelli-
genee personnel or a technieal intelligence co-
ordinator cell. Assistance is prcwided by the de-
tachmtT!U, attached to t.he corps and u;: the 
technicnl ~e1'viee ~l!('CjH] ~tnfr nfr!CPfS, T,()w(~r ll11it~. 
when operating as separate task forces, 111ay have 
a technical intelligence coordinator eell assigned 
and technical intelligence detachments attached 
with the composition of these detachments de-
pending npon the mission assigned to the task 
fo),ce. 
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25. Corps and Army 
Production of technical intelligence in the corps 
and army zone of operations requires more ex~ 
tensh'c ::lctivity, greater eoordination, ,-;nd a con-
tinuity of effort. For this purpose a technical 
intelligence coordinator detachment is normally 
assigned 01' attached with other military intelli-
gence service units to the corps or army intelli-
genc(~ section. This detachment is organized under 
T/O&:E 30-600. Its mission is to assist the G2 
in his general staff supervision and coordination 
of tcchnical intelligence operations. It provides 
close coordination with the various TSID's which 
operate with the COr})S or army. 
26. Army Groul) 
Since the t('chnic[ll 0el'Yicc; clement::: of an D.nn~r 
group are normal1y p,mall, TSID's are not wmnlly 
found at this echelon. Under c('l'tain circuTn-
stances <l rniJital',Y intelligenee Rl~l'vice un11; may 
be aHnc.hed to n12dntain files 01' scientific ,1,)1.; ::\..'(:h-
nical intelligence targets for the planning' and 
conduct of special technical intelligence opera-
tions. 
27. COll1fllunicol-ions Zone 
The communications zone intellig'ence divisjon 
contains a technical intelHgence group with a 
coordinator cdl 01' cells. This group is charged 
with general staff supervision of 8xaJllining, sort~ 
ing, reporting, and seI<:~cting 111ateriel for evacua-
tion to the zone of interior 01' for allocation to 
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troop training and use within the theater. The 
exploitation of captured enemy materiel done by 
the communications zone is normally beyond the 
capabilities of TSID's operating in the combat 
zone. 
28. Theater Army 
Each theater army intelligence division should 
include-
c. Scientific and Technical Section. The scien-
tific and technical section assists the theater army 
G2 in fulfi lling the technical intelligence respon-
sibilities for which he is charged. The number of 
personnel required is commensurate with that of 
the armed forces in the theater, the enemy's tech-
nological development, and his anticipated tech-
nical act ivity in military equipment. Normal 
assignments for a theater of seyeral army groups 
in size are as fo11O\\'s : 
28 
(1) Technical intelligence olfice?·s. One offi-
cer assigned as chief of section; one 
officer per army group; one officer for 
each major special intelligence operation. 
(2) Rose,,?'ch analysts. Specialists, qunlifiec1 
i' all intelligence aspects of materiel. 
act as advisors to theater G2 on matters 
of a scientific and technical nature and 
are responsible for the production of 
ccielltific and technical intelligence re-
quired by theater army G2. Additional 
<'ivilian and/or military specialists may 
be required depending upon the enemy's 
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use of new items of equipment. Require_ 
ments for additional ordnance equipment 
specialists may include personnel to de-
vote their entire effort to tanks, artillery, 
;., small arms, guided missiles, or vehicles. 
An additional engineer equipment spe-
cialist may be necessary for land mines. 
(3) Technical inte?'?'ogator and inte?'P?'e!er 
pe?·sonnel. See b below. 
(4) Technical tmnslato?' pe?'Sonnel. See c 
below. 
(5) M ate?';el exploitation lJe?'Sonnel. Person_ 
nel qualified to plan and coordinate that 
portion of thc theater int '· l! igence pro-
gram perta ining to the collection, ex-
ploitation, and evaluation of en(:lY 
matericl for intelligcnce use. 
(6) Miscellaneous lJe?'sonnel. 
(a) Civilian scientist, or highly competcnt 
engineer to act as consultant to theater 
G2 whenever needed. 
(b) Admin istrative and management 
officer . 
(c) Enlisted per son nel (may include 
\\' AC's ) to perform the duties of chief 
clerk, draftsmen, typ ists, ti le clerks, 
drivers, etc . 
b. inte?'?'ogation Section . 
(1) Geneml. As a component of the theater 
army intelligence division the interroga_ 
tion section functions at the theater 
army interrogation center. This center 
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provides for the reception, housing, and 
interrogation of prisoners of 'Vval' and 
civilian refugees. l\IISO interrogator 
and interpreter detachments interrogate 
,the personnel selected for questioning at 
this level. 
(2) Intcrl'o[lai:ion sniJsectio71. 
(a) Within the interrogation section is a 
technical intelligence interrogation 
subsection. This subsection includes 
one technically qualified interrogator 
and interpreter for eac!l technical 
sen'icc within the th0:ltc~1'. ThIS per-· 
sonno'! ~houlc1 lJf'. furnished from l\IlSO 
units. Additional assisb-111Ce is pro-
'i:idec1, f.1~-; needed) h~' the n'~'signccl tech-
nical service detachments through the 
tllcntcr chiefs of technical sCl'yicc. 
Coordination of this activity is the 
rccponsibility of the scientific and 
technical section. 
(b) The technical intelligence interroga-
tion subsection is responsible for ade-
quate and timel)' cx.plcdiation of enemy 
sci en Usi::" ellV' Ilt'L'r~, hi~~'ll ranking 
oil1c(!J's, \'nrions lnilitary and dvilian 
technicians, and other:; earmarked for 
tc,chnical interrogation by the lower 
levels of command. The scientific and 
technical section and theater army 
chiefs of technical services provide 
pertinent technical questionnaires for 
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prisoner interrogation. Djrect chan.. 
nels of c0111n1unicatiol1 arc used [mel 
eqnipment specialists or t<echnical pcr-
sonnelmay be present for the exploita_ 
tion of unusual or specially qualified 
individuals. Wherever pO'ssitle the 
initial detailed interrogation of civil-
ian seientists will take place at their 
laboratories where their project note- ' 
books, files, and assistants are avail-
able. In the event that the position in 
seience of thcse individuals is such that 
ncldi tiona] intclTC'_~_~'a ti on ~"\ ncl conference;.; 
vdth fdfnc11y reiclltbts Hrc required, 
that these individuals can be llsed in 
fricnc11y 1'(:1~1tc:d scientific w()rk, Hwt 
their lives may b(~ jeopardized bS" the 
fact that they hayc been intC)l'l'og;Jtecl, 
or that they 111ay be Hsed by the encn1Y, 
Hu"\;;~c ci-dlian _sclcntLt.:: tOg(;tJlt'T with 
their files ll'ay be ('\-'acuated further, 
The oHiceI' i'i ehal'ge l'eeomme:- ::18 fur-
ther evacuation and intel'l'og-~~t:ion of 
certain individuul.',; by joint ~en'iccs [tl: 
thc;-lte:' !(l\'eJ 0:' ;~onc 0';: , ,dIU 
dispose,q of the l'enudning' interrogated 
persons to the g-encl't11 pri_c.:onel' com-
pound. 
(c) If the volume of prisoners having sci-
entific or technical knowledge exceeds 
the facilities of the ubsectioll, or if 
the natnre of the in,ividual's knOWl-
edge is such that special precautions 
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Heed be taken, a special technical in-
terrogation compound, separate from 
the general center, may be established, 
c, Documents Section. 
(1) Genera1. The documents seetion is a 
component of the theater army intelli-
gence division. It plans for, supervises, 
and coordinates the collection and ex-
ploitation of documents throughout the 
zone of responsibility of theater army 
forces. It operates the theater army 
dOCltnltmt center. This section is C01n-
posed of i1!lSO translator detachments. 
(:2) Documents subsection. 
(u) 'iVithin the; documents sed-icill i::; ~~ 
teehnical dOCll111{::nts su bscction COlll-
posed of an ofikcl' in chargo and at 
least. one iVlISO translator for each 
tr~chnical service; pIn.s additional per-
sonnel as nceded. Coordination of 
technical service intellirrence l'equil'OR 
ments is the responsibility of the sci-
entific and tcel1nical ~,c;6,i0i1. 
(h) 
genee documents subsection il) to pro-
vide. adequate and timeJy translations 
of foreign scientific and technical 
documents in accordance with the 
policies of the scientific and technical 
section. Copies of translations arC 
forwarded to the laUer for dissemina-
tion and to the library and central files 
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section. Origina1 docmnents and trans-
lations are disposed of in accordance 
with SR 380-350-2. 
d. Lilwa,'Y and CentTal Files Section. The lib-
rary and central mes section is a component of 
the theater army intelligence division. lJ..'his sec-
tion maintains a library of intelligence reports, 
pamphlets, interrogations, translations, and other 
source material for use by personnel of the intel-
ligence division, TS11)'s and othel" intelligence 
]lersonnel of technical service special staff sec-
tions. It maint.ains central files and records. 
Technical documents arc filed and indexed in. 
tlCco)'(lallcc -with Department of the Arrny riling 
systen1s in order to fneilii"nte refcrcnec. 
29. Theater 
The cOl11ph~te organization rH~CeSSa1'Y ".!'cr the 
p:roc1uetion of fmi:~herl int(.)lli(J:(~n('p at t}Y~.!ltl~:r' Je1p~1 
Ls Cc",-cl'ed in other Depadll1enL vI the Anny 
pu blieatiol1s. 
Section II. TECHNICAL SHNJCc Oi,;(;Ai"11ZATiO!'-.! FOR 
ij'0TaLiGEi'~CE FUi~i·'05tS 
30, Introducl"ion 
Participation in the technical intelligence effort 
by respecth"e services is essential. Unit com-
manders and special st.aff om. eel'S utilize their 
organic personnel to the utmost in the fulfillment 
of t.hei ,. respect.ive technical intelligence responsi-
bilities. 'l'SID's arC normally assigned to theater 
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chiefs of technical service for use by the technical 
special staff sections at various echelons of com-
mand. Operations of these detachments and or-
ganic intelligence elements of technical special 
staff sections are directed by the a ppropria te 
technical service special staff officer or his intel-
ligence officer acting in coordination with the 
technical intelligence coordination cell attached 
to the G2 section. 
31. Theater Army Chief of Technical Service 
Each theater army chief of tcchniea1 service if: 
l'(,,'.ponsib1c for intelligence activities within the 
t]wntel' falling within his ficdcl of assigned in-
terest. In :l'ulilliing this responsibility, the theater 
'_;.l>m,\" clljef of tccimicaJ .c:cl'yicQ must satisfy the 
L_'quirements of the heael of technical ~Cl'vie{\ 
j)cpartment of the Army, and other national 
~~genCH:S as ,\ve11 as the l'cquil'Oll1ents, '\vithin his 
i;,_']d, of the theater G2. This responsibility is 
fulfilled by incorporating' theee requirements 
w.i.thin his portion of the theater intelligence plan 
and implementing this portion, To assist hin1 in 
C(ll.'l';:ing: out this rnis::don, the theater Ul':r:ny chief 
.' , _ ,1 ,. <, 1 ' __ , ' ,1 ~ '" • : _, " • lii. Lt:UIJl1Ci.-\1 ";<.,;1 \ H:\.; jj(t.~; a!::,-";j~.'nwu Ui',L{HnlL; lllL~J11-
gence personnel to include equipment specialists, 
technical intelligence staff of11cere, technical serv-
iee intelligence detachments, and the technical 
service special staff ofllcers at each echelon. The 
theater army chief of technical service is respon-
sible for coordinating intelligence plans, pro-
grams, and activities for which he is responsible, 
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with the theater G2, technical serviee special staff 
ollleers at the echelons of commane! in the theater, 
and the appropriate head of technical service, 
Department of the Army. 
32. Te,hnical Service Special Staff Officer 
As technical service intelligence detachments 
are BUnched to corps, armies, and comlTIunication 
zones within the theater, the technical service 
special staff officers at these echelons are respon-
sible for the administration and operation of these 
detachments. In the fulfillment of this responsi-
bility, each technical service special staff officer 
has an ini:el1igcnc.e rcsponsibnitr. He must de-
velop and implement his portion of the intelligence 
plan to insure that requirements of higher head-
quarters ns w('11 ('t::: --'dlC' requirements of the G:.~ 
of that echelon are satislied. The G2 at each 
eeh81011, through his technical intelligence eool'"· 
dination cell, exercises general staff supervision 
ana coordination of :111 techn1ci-l1 scrviee intel1i·· 
gcnce activities with the command. 
Section III. SPECIAL TASK FORCES 
",., r' ! 0.). vDn0(Cl! 
Frcquently an enemy individual, a document 
center, a technical installation, facility, or depot 
is considered a suitable target for exploitation. 
Should the target (installation, facility, or ma-
teriel) be in enemy hands, the theater commander, 
governed by policies of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
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determines whether it will be destroyed to deny 
its use to the enemy, or preserved for fnture 
capture by our forces. Targets may be on hostile 
shores; strongly defended but in close proximity 
to allied lines; weakly protected as the result of 
a flnid tactical situation; or unprotected due to 
hasty evacuation of hostile troops. In any case, 
a special t.ask force is organized and prepared to 
se.ize, safeguard, and exploit the personnel, docu-
ments, or materiel present in the target area. If 
the objective is in a large industrial or communi-
cation center in friendly hands, organized intelli-
gence exploitation is also necessary. A special 
intelligence force provides the commander with 
the organization and personnel to seize and 
exploit this type of target. 
3,-::' Direction 
Special operations are " ()rmally planned by the 
G'; of the lowest heaclqu;.;';crs ahle to direct all 
ricLivitics connectc-;d with seizure and OX}": -'-:hl,tion 
0:(: the objectives. All planning is cae:' nated 
with G3. Information pertaining to exi~,tence, 
location, and nature of activity of likely targets 
may be reported by higher, ]o'\ver~ or adjacent 
intdlir;,cnce agencies. Army group G2 and C8 
pbll and organizu the special task force. Planning 
is eOl1ccl'ned with three aspects-
a. Sa!cgu.Cl1·di"q Intelligence Ta.rgets. This in-
dudes precautions and provisions to prevent un-
intentional destruction by combat troops, delayed 
enemy den10lition, civilian looting, or souvenir 
hunting by friendly elements. 
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b. Coo1'dinating Collection Agencies. Thorough 
coordination of interested agencies is necessary 
to prevent loss or delay of information resulting 
f1'o111 overlapping or oversight 0:( valuable targets 
within the target area. 
c. 01<ienting Troops and Agencies. Simple and 
explicit or<lers are issued to insure assignment of 
tasks and to orient each individual or detachment 
on the special opsration. 
35. Composition 
a.. Spcdal Tasle Force. The commander of a 
special task force may be selected by the planning 
element or the entire operation n1ay be delegated 
to a subordinate command. The task force con-
~ists of two eloments-
(1) Com/Jato A combat unit of suitable rize 
awl composition is designated to seize, 
hold, and protect the objn:tivo and se-
lected targets for the required period 
of time. 
(2) Ee:pZoita,tion. TSID's, e(ulipment special-
jsts, inteJligence and Counter Inte1!i-
gence Corps personnel to accomplish the 
intelligence requirCDleJlts of the 011C1'[I-
Uun arB furni;:;lw« by i,he G2 and tech--
nieal service ofikers of the headquarters 
directing the operation. 
b. Spedal Intelligence Force. Advance planning 
and preparation provide for rapid and thorough 
exploitation of numerOllS or exter 'il'e enemy in-
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stallations as soon DS they come undor our contro1. 
The special intelligence force consists of TSID's, 
(~quipmcnt ;::.pecinlif;Ls, .-mll allied intelligence 1210-
1l1e.nts, augmented by a security unit. 
Seelion IV. PERSONNEL AND TRAINII~G 
36. Individual 
The heads of technical services furnish informa-
tion and m~sistanc.c for the training of conlbat 
personnel in recognition and use of standard 
cnerny rnr:i:cl'iel. In turn) greater fmnilial'ity ''lith 
current enemy \YQclPOllS nlld equipment enhances 
the abilitr 01' com bat personnel to di;)cern I1C\Y 
WC<lpons or modifications of standard Wf!apOn,,; 
(-,lj~:01111tcre(;, 'I'hel'c:[ol'c l properly tl'Uill(:cl combat 
J)(:1'SOlU1CI provide [~ \viele screen for gathering 
technical information. This trainillg' B110uJd in-
t:lude-
(I.. Objectives of technical intelligence (par.b). 
b. Individual responsibilities, 
c, l~~(;cognition of foreip:n equipment. 
d. Hcp0l'Ung procedures, 
c. Propel' hanclJil1;~' for cvacnaJ-ioll. 
f. Use of "elected items. 
37. [nlelligence Personnel 
a. In addition to the general training given to 
all personnel, intelligence personnel must be 
trained in-
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(1) Knowledge of all sources of seientific 
and teehnical information available to 
their (~chclol1. 
(2) Intelligence mission, responsibilities, re-
quirements, and operations of the tech-
nical services. 
(3) i\{bsion, capabilities, and basis of as-
8ignn1(~nt of TSID's. 
(,1) Collection. reporting, and processing of 
information concerning foreign materiel 
and facilities and nse of the resultant 
intelligence. 
(5) Proper foreign materiel cvuenation pro-
cedun::s. 
(G) nclationship \yit-J.l other stmT ~lgcl1cies, 
b. IvUSO units nrc trained ns individuals an(1 
units ~t:':l prescribed b,\' Army training programs. 
38. Technical Intelligence Coordinator 
'lhe l.edll1ital lnLelli,Q'el1ce cuol'dinaLol' is '01'i-
mal'ily nn experienced intelligence oflker of any 
branch. FIe i~; J1ol'nudly tho scniol' ofriecl' of the 
technic-a1 intelligence coordinator teams, I'I:IlS(), 
aH:lc.lwcl to the (;2 :-:eetioll. H(~ must be trained 
in the lJ."J.:lttcn; IL .... ,tcd in p;ln~graph :l'Tu. Y',-ith :[Uj'-
ther intelligence training' to inclucle-
a .. Orientation in the primary inielli 'tel1cc re-
quirelnents, ,responsibilities, and activities of each 
technical service, und the relationship of these 
requirements, responsibilities, and actions to tech-
nical service and associated general staff planning 
and operations. 
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b. 1,cquiring a broad technical knowledge of the 
structure and functioning of weapons, materiel, 
and facilities. 
c. Recognition of current foreign materiel and 
signiflcant features of key facilities and installa-
tions. 
d. Procedures and agencies involved in the 
collection and processing of technical intelligence 
information. 
e. Terminology used in technical reports. 
r. Trends in development of weapons, equip-
ment, and facilities. 
/ g. Equ~~1';\\\!]!j;:~~;rI\1,jilifA!to include nameplate data. ! vcrr'l .1.,.: .. _1,.,"1 0-
h. Kllowledge of foreign language (desirable, 
noi:;ssential) . 
39. Intelligence Personnel of Technical Services 
Ti:p,se individunls mud he well versed in the 
planning, operations, facilities, methods, tech-
niques, equipment, and employment of troops for 
\yhich their service has primary responsibility. 
Additional special instl'ueiion all foreign materiel 
[tnt! facilitic.'·~ inC-lucles-
o. Identification and special features to include 
111arking data \\'here Hpplicable. 
b. Collection and reporting Jlrocedures. 
c. Handling anel evacuation of materiel and 
dOc.U111cnts. 
d. Demonstration echniques. 
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c. Handling of special target requirements. 
f. Recognition of enemy and foreign tech-
niques, doctrines, and trends in counterpart 
services. 
40. Technical Service Intellig&flCe Detachmenfs 
Individual and unit training is the responsi-
bility of the respective technical services. '1'he 
programs of instruction include-
a. 'rhe technical intelligence missions, responsi-
bilities, requirements, and operations of the tech-
nical services. 
b. Subjects concerning materiel and facilities 
for which their service has primary responsibility 
or collateral interest to include-
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Technical aspects, including chnl'acter·· 
isties .. ope~::F;,~))1al capacity; e,~p;:t1JilitiGS7 
and l)otenti ."~. "S for military use. 
~.- " 
ReCOgllitiol;t' 0 oign materiel. 
;. 'c. ~7{j,'>-~ DGV01oplYJ.cnV·~al1d<",,04Qnd,s. 
. 1 F, .~:_ 
Storage, packing, (f,(d'i<,shipping. 
"", ',,<-,/ 
Equipment xnarkh1gS(" to include name-
plate data. 
(G) lIethods of rnallulaciure and deducUve 
methods used to determine methods of 
man ufacturc. 
(7) Techniques and doctrines of em;Jloymcnt 
of equipment.) 
c. Known doctrine, t£ctics, techniques, ::Livi-
ties, and operational capabilities of enemy and 
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oth~r foreign cOllnterpart services to ineludo para-
military and civilian organizations \vhieh Inay 
support that service. 
d. Procedures for collecting, processh1g', and 
reporting scientific and technical information. 
c. Exmn.\nation of facilities and equiprnent, and 
writing of technical reports. 
f. K.l1O\vlec1ge of foreign language (desirable, 
not essential). 
g. Relationship and contributions of technical 
intelligence to other types of intelligence. 
h. Working knowledge of photo interpretation 
(as used for locating nncl c:xploiting targets). 
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CHAPTER 4 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE OPERATION 
Section I. PRODUCTION OF TECHI~ICAL IblTElllGEHCE 
41. General 
The nature of the fOllr objectives of technical 
intelligence is such that it has a bearing on both 
combat and strategic intelliger·.;e. The production 
of t8~'hnical intelligence COl1CC:'l1S alJ commnnder8 
antI involl'e;:; participation by C0111bat personnel 
as well as intelligence and technjc:~l service pcr~ 
sonnel ranging from the front lines to the zone 
of interior. The quantity and compJexity o:f 
::t§{CrlCiP,(i :;';:ld the infonuation they p!'\)ec:.'):~ ne('('.~" 
sltates a thorough, integrated, and systemat.ic. 
mTort. 
42. Sleps 
(1 .• rrhc foul' steps in the pl'oduction of technical 
intelligence Ul'C-
(1) J)ll'\.~nlon Ul UlC collecllOH eli on:. 
(2) Collection of scientific m.d technical in-
formation, 
(8) Processing- of collected information into 
scientific and technical intelligence of 
value. 
(4) Use and dissemination of resultant intel-
ligence. 
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b. Technical services and intelligence agencies 
complement each other in implementing these 
steps and in pl'o!iding continuous, worldwide, 
technical intelligence coverage. These steps form 
an operation cycle in which, if one step fails, the 
entire intelligence process will fail. 
; '.1 
,:,ction II. DIRECTION 
43. Assistant Chief of Stoff, G-2, Departmen! of the Army 
a. Long-Range. In order to provide complete 
and continuous intelligence on the capabilities and 
limitation,'; of tbe military potential of all foreign 
countries, the Assistant Chief 01' Staff, G-2, De-
partment of the Army, publishes direetives for 
the colJection of technical intelligence iTlforn1atio!l. 
Thc;")e directives an~ the basis for the colleetion 
plan and provide for long·-ran,~.;-e covernf·{(~ duri:ng 
peace or ,val'. 
b. 87101'l; .. ]l0'lge. Th', A.ssisbnl: Chief of Starr" 
G-·2, IJepartrnnet of iI' Army, also publishes 
short-range directives:i' ,the collection of tech-
nieal intelligence infar.: ,ation. These directives 
normally cover specific ii.:8ms on \\'hic:h inforrna-
tion iR dp.i~jrp.d immrrli:d:nJy. r1'he~! provide 8ufIieiel1t 
data or illustrations c new mnterie] and facilities 
to orient collecting agencies and assist these agel1-
des in recognition, probahle target location, and 
thorou; h exploitation of sources, and l·eporting. 
44. Chiefs of Technic -::1 Service 
Each head c . technical service, Department of 
the Army, must determine the information neces-
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sary to enable him to fulfill his intelligence re-
sponsibility. The reqniremenhl fal1ing within his 
Held of interest should be incorporated into a 
collection direci:iveand forwarded to the theater 
chief of technical service through technical chan-
nels upon activation of the theater, with duplicate 
copies being forwarded to the Assistant Chief of 
Staff, G-2, Intelligence, Department of the Army, 
for information and incorporation into the col-
lection directive for the thoater. Special requests 
£01' information are submitted as necessary in 
the SRme manner. Informntion from tho theater 
thiefs of technical serviec should be fonvnrded 
to the Department of th,( Army throl1h loth 
technical and intelligence ch:mneis. Itequil'cments 
for inJorrnatioll Ent :f:tllinp: within his field of 
interest mu.':~t be fOl''\y:xrch;d thl'()1J.:~·h_ the A,'~::iF,;t::mt 
ChiQf of' Stail', (}···2, IntelJigcntc, 1'01' uction the 
agency concerned. 
:.j5. Intelligence omC~)rs 
G, TllC theater army C2 l'0:cdvcs eoJlection 
directives from the Departnwnt. of the Army, and 
dL;~('milluJe~ pr-wI"inn.'.; of' fhern 1-0 nJl.:~nl-er :_l::.'r;."l_y 
intelligence agencies for necessary aetiol1. To im-
plement the technical collection directives anel pro-
vide direction for the technical collection effort, 
each chief of technical scrvice prepares his portion 
of the technical intelligence collection plan and 
returns it to the theater G2 for ineorporation into 
the theater army intelligence plan (app. II). Each 
chief of technical service is responsible for im-
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plementing his portion of the collection plan. 
Specific directives are published in accordance 
with the theater army collection plan and sent 
thl'o-~··~xh intelligence Hnd technienl service chan-
nels to the collection agencies. In order to provide 
complete and thorough coverage without any un-
necessary'duplication, the intelligence oflicer must 
Imow the capabilities and limitations of all collcct-
ing agencies. He 111USt also publish requests in 
sufficient time to insure complete orientation of 
all pcrsonnel. 
b. As the technical coordinating agenc)' for the 
theater army G2, the scientific and technical sec-
tion publishes a consolidated "Hems \Vunted LisL'! 
Thi:-; is a listing of materiel indicating the qunnti-
til~s desired and grouped according' to technical 
service responsibiJit~,. Changes are posted at 
frequC'nt jniel'y<tI::; and new consolidated lists ~Fe 
published perioclic::1l1y, A similar listing of EEl 
concerning foreign facilities and installations is 
<:Iso published, distributc)cI, ancI periodically 1'8-
\'is(-'!cl. rrhe technical spcclal stnff on-leers hHving 
operational control of TSID's keep the detach-
ments infor1ned of changes, pl'o\'ide new lish" 
and insure destruction of obsolete lists. 
c. Intelligence agencies throng:hout the theater 
army concerned 'with collection of scientific and 
technical information on lTIateriel and targets 
mllst be alert to additions of new listings and 
discontinuance of old ones. This is necessary in 
order to maintain proper momentum and direc-
tion of the collection effort, to prevent undue 
emphasis on a single item, to forestall duplication, 
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and to reduce prolonged delays in securing difi1Clllt 
targets. 
46. Technical Service Officers 
a·. Each theater army chief of service prepares 
his own technical service intelligence field plan 
based on the plan of the theater arm)'. This 
plan is concerned \vith direction and procedures 
to be followed by technical spccial staff omcers, 
TSID's, and other personnel under his control in 
their exploitation of docun1ents and foreign ma-
teriel. Special directives, both long-range and 
short-range, arc fOl'Vi'ardecl by the theater arm~T 
G2· to chiefs of tt:chnicnl ~,cr\'ices. Each chicJ of 
SCl'\'iCCl then prepares hjs own directive for guid~ 
[lnee of the collecting: agencies available to him 
in order to fulfill the requirements of these dirccN 
tives. 
Il, Theater army chiefs of technleal service:l 
strive eOl1stantly to ilnprove the training of thejJ~ 
personnel and to recognize and SCClll-c design 
chan~~'es in standard or new l1Ultericl. lndications 
point':ing to the existence of Dew developments 
are exploited immediately. 
c. Technical services nssist intellig:C'rlce agencies 
111l'uug;llOUt Ure Uli:;uL(!f ill I~(:lelltilk. and technical 
aspects of n< IV developments in foreign materiel 
and facilities. In addition, they are capable of 
providing information for illustrative material, 
dc;cription, and other indications needed by non-
technical collecting agencies to recognize and 
identify pertinent matter. 
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Section III. COLLECTION 
47. General 
There are numerous, widely scattered informa-
tion collecting- agencies, each with distinct capa-
bilities and limitations, available to intelligence 
otncers nnd technical service perf:!.onnel during 
wartime. Success of the collection effort depends 
on the orientation and training- of all personnel, 
adequate coordination and supervision, and logical 
direction. An appreciation of all available sources 
simplifies and facilitates the overall collection 
effort. 
48. Col!ecling Agencies 
Because their ll1issions (eo111bat, servicG, or 
infol'mntion gathering) nIl':\', agellci.c~) c1Hfcr in 
their opportunity to cont.act and ~(;euJ'e forci.gn 
technical docmnents or rnateriol. 1.'hose agencies 
capable of gathering technical intelligence inforn 
mntion are-
n. Combat; Troops. Troops in contact are Hl110ng 
the iil'st to encounter new 01' HlOdii-iecl enemy 
materiel, methods, and techniCJlH:S and the organ-
izations employing them. \Vhen properly trained 
in recognition of' standard enemy weapons and 
equipment, troops quickly respond to the presence 
of new or modified types. They provide numerous 
sources capable of detceting- and reporting such 
materiel innovations. 
b. Technical Service Pm·sannel. Technical serv-
ice personnel are well versed in our own and 
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foreign equipment and facilities with regard to 
recognition, components, and principles of ope-
r"c·.'on. In their daily contact with captured ma-
teriel other than that examined by TSID's, they 
are in a position to discover changes and modifica-
tions. They also provide technical assistance for 
exploitation of standard and nonstandard enemy 
'\veapons and equipment. 
c. Intelligence Personnel. Intelligence person-
nel at all echelons have daily contact with materiel 
or personnel providing many sources of informa-
tion. Intelligence ofilcers are charged with the 
production of technieal intelligence for their unit 
and con:.~(;~qul?nt1y are vitally interested in exploit H 
ing available sources. 
d. TSIlJ's. The TSID's are continually alert for 
all informntion on enemy 01' other foreign 11121-
tCl'iel, fncilitics) 111cthods, techniques, and tech-
nieal activities. Properly trained and indoetri~ 
nuted in their prin1ary l11issioll, they can achieve 
depenchl.ble result.c;. These unitR are authco'lzeu to 
contact frontline organizations after having first 
coordinated their visits with those organizations' 
higher headquarters. 
c. RrFNipmcnt: SpcciaIisls. Civilian 8nd n;i1itary 
equipnu;l1t specialists are few in nllll1ber, but are 
usually highly qualified. Found at higher echelons, 
they perform tests and analyses on all types of 
enemy materiel. 
f. Other A.gencies. The Army Security Agency, 
Departments of the Navy and Air Foree, the 
Central Intelligence Ag-ency, the Sbte Depart-
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ment, Counter Intelligence Corps, and military 
attaches in neutral nations, all provide varying 
amounts of technical intelligence information. 
49. Sources 
A source of technical intelligence information 
is the person, thing, action, or condition froln 
which informntion of enenlY 01' other foreign 
mater !, facilities, and technical activities is de-
rived. Sources are extensive aBd varied. Those 
of particular importance to the technical intelli-
g'cncc effort are-
a. E-nC'lny 11f£l-i:ta1'lf Pel'sonnel. Upon capturc) 
CllE111Y military pCJ.'f:onnel are intel'l'o~:':·-d:cd on the 
bcticnl sitnnboll existing in t};cil' sector. Due 
to D. limHniion on the time! ;rn:lilable anel the 
naTu]',-, of technical queries, prisoners normally are 
nO]' iterl'ogah?r'1 for technical infm'mation nt 
'c1idsiun OJ' ]O\\'l-,( levels. IntQlligencc orne-crs, how-
ever, sh( leI insure that all prisoners having 
technical ~nfol'1nation nre singled out for marc 
thorough interrogation at high(~l' levels. Informn-
tion is forwarc1ec1 in order to permit 1l.1Tflll.fxrnwnt,q 
for T8ID'8 participation in detailed interroga-
tions. Detailed technical interrogation takes place 
at the theater army interrogation center. Here 
adequate time, facilities, and the presence of per-
sonnel from the scientific and technical section 
fHcilitate thorough interrogation. 
b. Enemy Documents. Upon capLlre, enemy 
document: are processed in accordance with FM 
30-15. 
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(1) In the combat ZOlle, technical intelligence 
documents found or captured by combat 
troops will be handled as any other docu-
ment going f1'0111 the original finder to 
battnlion through coml1ulr~d elwnneb 
and from there to division, through in-
telligence channels. 
(2) Documents captured with equipment, 
found in or in direct conjunction with 
weapons, vchicles, 01' other items of 
equipment, Dnd re1nting to the design 
0)' operation of i:caid equipment should 
not be removed fronl it but are evacu-
ated jJwrewith, except tbat if the equip-
ment has to be abandoned or destroyed 
documents ~we l'cmoycd <"ind evacuah~d 
as outlined in (8) below. 
(:?,) All other docurncnts nrc fOl'\vardcd to 
division., tagged with the following il1-
i'Ol'l1intion hlg: 
(a) The cnpturing unit. 
(b) GeogrHphic location of l)l:-lce whpJ'e 
found. 
(c) Time nne! date when found. 
(el) The circumstances under which found 
(e.g., loose on ground, in a command 
post). This is of particular impor-
tance because it helps in determining 
the current importance of the docu-
ment, its dissemination, and validity. 
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(4) Documents found by TSID's accompany-
ing captured equipment will be removed 
by the appropriate detachment making 
the preliminary inspection and examina-
tion, tagged, and sent through appro-
priate channels (preferahly intelligence) 
to the theater technical documents sub-
section. The tag will bear the following: 
(a) Description of document by TSID. 
(b) Description of accompanying piece of 
equipment. 
(c) Date on which equipment and docu-
ment were found. 
(5) At division, all documents are briefly 
examined by document specialists and 
separated into technical documents com-
pri.sing all those which pertain to tech-
nical intelligence, and A, B, and C 
";TOUpS of intelligence documents (FM 
30-15). Technical documents are packed 
separately and trnnsraiiled to theater 
technical documents subsection, nor-
mally going first from division to army 
along intellige.nce channels, and from 
army to technical documents subsection 
along intelligence channels 01' as desig-
nated by the theater army G2. 
(6) Together with A documents, technical 
documents will be given the highest 
priority of transmission. 
(7) Security classification will be given to 
technical documents at technical docu-
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ments subsection and not in forward 
areas. 
(8) Through coordination with the scientific 
and technical section of theater army, 
documents personnel extract pertinent 
technical information. 
c. Enemy Materiel. Observed or captured en-
emy materiel is a reliable source of technical 
intelligence information. With such equipment 
in our hands, TSID's or equipment specialists can 
examine, analyze, and test the materiel in detail. 
d. athe?' Sou1'ces. Enemy radio broadcasts, 
press, refugees, civilians, escapers and evaders, 
all provide bits of information of value to the 
technical intelligence collection effort. 
50. Procedure for Evacuation and Examination of Captured 
Materiel 
(fig. 2) 
(Se<, FlVI 30-15). Exploitation of captured en-
emy materiel takes place in both the theater of 
operatiollR and the zone of interiul'. 'The ('npture 
of a new or modiiied item or one of special in-
tcrest is reported to the S2 who submits a report 
to the next higher headquarters. G2 notifies the 
appropriate rrSID if one is available; if not, he 
notifies the G2 of the next higher echelon and 
requests that a TSID be assigned to exploit the 
captured materiel. TSID personnel proceed to 
the capt.uring unit 01' lo'ation, make a preliminary 
examination when necessary, arrange for evacu~ 
ut.ion of the item to the appropriate maintenance 
shop, branch depot, Or branch section of a general 
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depot, and prepare a preliminary report. At that 
installation n ddalled field exandnation is 111; e 
and a final field report. is prepared. In ca'()s 
where a technical service has a separate organiza-
tion at army or higher level for the purpose of 
l1uddng a more complete ((field report" or a "pre-
liminary exploitation" type of report, the TSID 
which covers the front lines usually initiates a 
:Acid report and sonds it and the item to be re-
ported to the TSID at the higher headquarters 
where the final field report is prepared. 
51. Examination of Maferiel in Theater of Operations 
a. The :Arst objective after capture is to obtain 
. nforrnation of immediate value to the combat 
forc.es, nanlelj'-
(1) Hecognition characteristics. 
(2) Capabilitiei; and limitations. 
(3) Coul1i:erwcnpons and counteriactics. 
(4) Other combat intelligence. 
This information and intelligence js derived 
mainly from the data obtained by actual examina-
tion uf the eavLU1'8Li lllaieriel. Additional infor-
mation comes from captured documents and in-
terrogations. 
b. Preliminary examination is made by appro-
priate TSID's of bulky and important eqnipment, 
for example a new enemy tank, which would 
require several days for a complete field analysis 
and for evacuation to the appropriate branch 
installation. Following this examination, a pre-
.* 
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liminary report is submitted, all'll the tank is 
evacuated to an ordnance heavy maintenance COIn·· 
pany of the corps support battalion. A preliminary 
report is not required for an item readily evacu-
ated to and examined at a branch installation, nor 
for an iteHl of no special significance. 
c. Ge}1(~l'allYJ final field Gxanlinatiol1s are made 
by appropriate TSID's at the detachment's biv-
ouac or at the appropriate branch installation 
which in some services may be located at a higher 
eehelon than the actual collectin, TSID. At the 
conclusion of the field examination, the final field 
r(iport is written. All additional technical in-
formation on the subject which has been obtained 
from documents or interrogations is shown in an 
appendix to the report, stating the source of the 
infol'n13tiol1. 
tl. Civilian investigators l1or~'nnlly conduct their 
e:,:rnnination of captured 111ateric' at the branch 
L,2lallatioll ,md arc nermiti "c] in the forward 
zones only 'when absolntely necessHry. The tech~ 
nical service sponsoring civilians is responsible 
for rendering a preliminary report on the ex-
amination. 
c. TSID's have ~:l Jimii:erl ('(jpnhi11ty for produc-
ing reports. All drawings must be made by one 
operator and no provisions are made for repro-
duction of photographs in any quantity; therefore, 
the number of copies of reports, drawings or 
photographs should be limited tc that minimnm 
amount required. Higher headquarters must ac-
cept responsibility for reproduction of TSID re-
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ports, drawings and photos. It i~·desirable, how-
ever, that TSID's prepare reports in at least five 
copies for distributi0" as follows: 
(1) The original anu one copy to the technical 
service .. special staff officer controIIing 
the 'fSID, through technical channels. 
One of these should be forwarded, 
through technical cI1:111nels, to the next 
higher echelon fer information. 
(2) Two copies to the G2 of the echelon to 
which the TSID is attached through the 
technical intelligence coordinator. G2 
should forward one copy to the G2 of 
the next higher echelon'or information. 
(3) One copy to TSID file. All negatives 
should be forwarded through technical 
ciwnnels to army or theater army for 
retcntion. 
52. final Examination of Materiel 
a. Captured equipment is shipped to establish 
ments designated by the head of the service con·· 
cerned. There the final examination is made and 
8. report submitted to the Assistant Chief of Staff, 
G-2, Department of the Army. 
b. The examination of materiel in the zone of 
interior is to ohtain informatiOJ" of strat< ";c, as 
well as tactical, value. 1'he o\j"cth'cs c.f this 
examination are indlcated in pal'O Taph 5. 
c. Where advantageous, this ex"minaLon ma,) 
be performed in the theater. 
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53. E\focuotion 
a. 'rhe general policy of evacuation and re-
covcry is as follows: In divisional units, line com-
panies move captured materiel to points from 
which they are evacuated by any available vehicle 
to the salvage collecting point in the regimental 
train bivouac. Ii'ron1 that point, salvage is evacu-
ated to the division salvage noint. This point, set 
up by the division quartermaster, is normally near 
the distributing point for class I supplies. This 
frcilitates the use of supply vehicles in the salvage 
process. Frequently, TSID's visit the division 
salvage point to examine and evacuate desired 
captured materiel. The division quartermaster 
supervises furtl1er evacuation to the army salvage 
collecting point. A salvage collecting company, 
containing' specialists in chemical, ordnance, and 
81gnal salvage normally supports each corps. This 
company receives, collects, classifies, and evacu-
8tes salvage of all classes at eollecting points, 
r,dlhcnds, and other army installations. Subse-
quent evacuation is conducted by services con-
cerned to appropriate branch installations. Cer-
tain salvage is normally evacuated through supply 
and maintenance chann(,ls of tho technical service 
concerned. This type includes dangerous items 
such as explosives, delicate items such as signal 
devices, or large complex equipment such as 
vehicles. 
b. In event of 
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c. Hecovery of heavy enemy materiel in front 
line areas is as follows: TSID's visit the equip-
ment in place in order to determine emplacement 
techniques and damage caused by our weapons. 
They select, tag, and arrange for evacuation of 
these items of intelligence value. Materiel not 
required for technical intelligence is left to be 
handled by the appl'opriate salvage or recovery 
unit in accordance with theater army standing 
operating procedures. 
d. Light enemy materiel is evacuated as fol-
lows: Captured troops leave it in place for an 
evaluation by technical services. TSID's visit the 
locality, make a preliminary examination, tag 
selected items, and evacuate them either to their 
bivouac or to a designated installation of their 
service, or arrange evacuation by supporting 
service units. 
e. Captured enemy materiel of all types is 
collected l.t the appr,priate branch installation in 
the service ,~"ca or cOlnn1unications zone. Upon 
completion of final examination of items having 
technical intelligence value, materiel is further 
evacuated to the appropriate base for shipment 
to the zone of interior. Items not requiring fur-
ther exploitation by mne of interior agencies may 
be issued for troop training or other uses. 
f. Special evacuation of specified materiel for 
which civilian or other investigators from the 
zone of interior are sent to the theater of opera-
tions is as follows: 
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(1) In the event items are small enough to 
be carried, clearance is obtained from 
the scientific and technical section of 
theater arlIlY, and the items are carried 
. by the investig 'or to the zone of in-
terior. 
(2) For large items or installations requiring 
dismantling, those items that can be 
transported are nvacuated through nor-
mal service chal1l8ls. Large installations, 
such as wind tunnels or manufacturing 
pilot plants requinng dismantling and 
evacuation, are conducted as special 
prGjects under the supervision of the 
theater army intelli;?nce officer. 
54. Marking for Evacuation 
(,. Tags. (fig. 3). In o"der to facilitate segre-
gation and collection of n,ateriel to be evacuated 
for intelligence purposes and to forestall tamper-
ing by unauthorized persons, tags of appropriate 
service color are securel:! attached. Tags are 
identical except for the s~;l,erhnposed service inw 
signia and service color for ease of identification. 
Each service provides weather resistant tag3 to 
its TSID's. 
b. Service Colon. Captnred materiel crad for 
shipment to the zone of in'cerior is marked with 
standard service colors a;Jd labels. These mark-
ings assist handling and segre"ation for materiel. 
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IN SERVICE 
COLOR 
TO CI\P1UREO CtIEtJJ [QtJ\PflEln 
TO BE AffiXED 
DO NOT DISTURB! 
1I0MEtlCLI.TURE: •••••••• , ••••••• ,., •• , " 
................. 
r ~ ·:h.;::;,.:S:'LVt.~.~.,./:/ 
o '" AIJ1110R\1Y o~"~~EhER ARK! ~WJ~~!lI)f.R, ~ , .. " .......... . 
...... , (~·\GIIA1URE) 
Ul1LlZl.110H 
COLOR » . .1 
\ 
OPERATION I 
LAHGUAGE OF AREA OF 
On Reverse Side Print Article 103, Uniform Code 
of Hil itary Justice. 
Figttre 9. Example of technical8ervice tag. 
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55. Escort 
Escorts provide security for certain valuable 
items of captured materiel. Within the theater, 
appropriate technical service omcers determine 
the need.for escorts and provide tbem. For ship-
Lent to the zone of interior, the theater army 
intelligence omcer determines and arranges for 
escorts. 
56. Technical Reports 
a. Rcp01'ts. Intelligence plans specify the type 
of reports and number to be submitted. There are 
three general types of reports-
(1) Preliminary and spot reports are pre-
pared by TSID's and fUl'l1ished to the 
intelligence OfliC81' and appropriate spe-
cial staff omcer of the headquarters to 
which the TSIT),s are attached. 
(2) Final field reports, prepared by TSID's 
and equipment specialists, arc furnished 
to intelligence and special staff officers 
of the headquarters to which the TSID's 
are attached. In eel'bin services a 
Rpeeial rrSID is pbced ~t army head·· 
quarters or higher to make the final field 
reports. These detachments are better 
equipped to make a more thorough re-
port than the collecting detachment. 
(3) Examination reports prepared by civilian 
investigators are also regarded as pre-
liminary reports. They are also sub-
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R~i~'lI.!.lil!n -~~/;;"" mitted to intelligence and teclll;:r;;;~1 serv-
ice omcers at the headquarters for which 
the investigator performs duty. 
b. Photogmphs. Reports are supplemented by 
photographs when applicable. Photographs are 
itled and referenced to their accompanying re-
ports l)y originating agencies. Negatives accom-
pany the original report normally submitted to 
the t,d1l1ical service special stafl'. Signal photo-
g,'uphic. laboratory units provide the facilities and 
service for developing film and prints. 
Section IV. PRODUCTION OF INTELLIGENCE 
57. Production 
a·, The production of inte1ligence requires use 
of the follmving or silni1ar steps: 
(1) Direction. 
(2) Collection. 
0') Prod uction. 
(a) Evaluation. 
(b) Analysis. 
(c) Integration. 
(cl) Interpretation. 
(4) Dissemination. 
b. When intelligence produced by lower eche-
lons is passed to higher echelons, it should be 
regarded as information until processed. TSID's 
attaci"d to corps generally are capable of collect-
ing fLid reporting only, with such collection being 
based upon requirements from higher echelons 
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and those of the echelon to which the detachment 
is attached. Processing of the information col-
lected by threse TSID's must be accomplished by 
the technical service intelligence officer. The com-
plexity and broad range of technical intelligence 
information necessitates trained Slli'cialists to per-
form this process. TSID's operating at higher 
echelons have some capacity for evaluation and 
a capability for detailed processing of technical 
information. Recognition of these capabilities 
must be, made at all times. 
58. Records 
Technical service intelligence officers down to 
and including corps should maintain the following 
records-
a. Items wanted list (par. 45b). 
IJ. A card file for each item of known enemy 
equipment. This card includes correct nomencla-
ture, brief description, number desired by De-
partment of the Army or other agencies, number 
captured, and numbcr evacuated. The form is 
not prescribed but is designed to fit the needs 
of the G2 or those of the command. 
c. A file of all known or suspected items of 
enemy materiel. This file includes all information 
available on each item including nomenclature, 
description, characteristics, operation, illustra-
tions, tactical employment, extracts of pertinent 
technical service reports, equipment marking 
data, type of using unit, and any other data 
available. 
6, 
d. A file on enemy service analo-
gous to his own service with information on doc-
trine and use of the organizations. 
e. A file on known or suspected intelligence 
targets. This consists of data on persons, materiel 
depots or other installations, and document 
centers. 
Section V. USE 
59. General 
Dissemination of technical intelligence achieves 
maximum usefulness to troops and their com-
manders when such intelligence is timely and in 
usable form. Propel' handling of foreign materiel, 
as well as efficient exploitation of documents and 
prisoners, frequently results in dissemination of 
critical information and/or intellig'lce to tr !Ops 
in thne to be decisive. For exa:mple, seizure (, an 
enemy manual on a new antitank gun permits 
dissemination of extracts on its cllaracteristics, 
performance, and operation, eve] befcre the 
actual weapon is encountered by our troops. 
60. Intelligence Agencies 
Dissemination of technical intelligence is ac-
complished at all echelons. The Assistant Chief 
of Staff, G-2, Department of the Army, assiswd 
by intelligence agencies of the technical services, 
publishes handbooks on foreign armies, technical 
bulletins, graphic training aids, intelligence re-
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views, periodic and special reports, studies, and 
surveys. This literature is distributed to the vari-
ous branches of the armed forces, to govel'11ment 
agencies, to allied governnlEmts, and to industry 
if needed. Within theater army, dissemination of 
timely and pertinent intelligence is normally con-
fined to those items of immediai~e concern to troops 
and theater agencies. 
61. Technical Services 
a. The hcads of technical services, Department 
of the Army, prepare material for dissnuination 
within their own service as deemed necessary. 
When a requirement exists for information pro. 
duced by other agencies, requests for such infoI" 
mat'on should be placed upon the office of the 
Asstant Chief of Staff, G-2, who will take nec-
ess, y steps to obtain this material. It is ex-
t'e) -ly desirable that material pl'(~pared by tech-
nfcHi sCi'vice intelligence flgencies be reviewed 
a:1d approved by the office of the Assistant Chief 
oJ Staff, G--:'., Depa ctment of the Army to permit 
dlstubutlOn to all agencies whenever needed. 
b. Chiefs of technical services within a theater 
shouId prepare and disseminate material in the 
.samo 11hlnnel' as n above. Requests for informa-
tion should be placed upon the theater G2 and 
head of technical services, Department of the 
Army (throU1;h technical channels). 
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TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE DURING PEACE 
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Section J. CONVENTIONAL PEACETIME OPERATION 
62. General 
Since technical as well as other intelligence on 
foreign armed forces at Department of the Army 
level is on a continuous, world-wide basis, pro-
duction continues, regardless of the type of eon-
tact that is available. vVhere no direct contact by 
armed forces exists, or where occupation has been 
terminated by peace treaty, other direct or in-
direct contacts arc required. 
63. Agencies 
Technical servkes ernplo,ving TSID's and equip-
ment specialists ona more limited scale in the 
zone of interior, continne to examine Inateriel and 
documents for technical information. On the other 
hand, Department of the Army agencies endeavor 
to OVCl'COn1C the problems involved in procuring 
the desired information. Contacts are often 
limited to such types as military attaches, military 
missions, diplomatic representatives, exchange 
students and professors, commercial news and 
photographic enterprises, as well as various im-
',lorting, exporting, financial, and shipping firms. 
Educational institutions, and com-
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merciaI firms, other government agencies, libra-
ries, and others provide documents of technical 
intelligence interest. Armament firms and other 
developmental agencies of a third power fre-
quently have connections with the armed forces 
oJ' the nation concerned, Finally, friendly govern-
ments are occasionally in a position to obtain de-
sired technical information, 
64. Sources 
Technical information on the materiel, facilities, 
and technical activities of a foreign power can 
be transmitted by former members of the armed 
forces, our United States citizens who have 
traveled abroad, other travelers, as well as visitors 
f,'om a third country, and immigrants, Properly 
interrogated, these sources are capable of divulg-
ing desired information, The eAdlange of doen-
Ilicnts, such as training literature, technical man-
uals, patents, news and technical periodicals, 
between government and civilian agencies on one 
hand and their foreign counterparts, provides 
information ranging from indications to complete 
data, Actual complete weapons or equipment are 
relatively rare; however, component parts, am-
munition, or machinery used for their production 
occasionally becomes ava:lable, Samples from 
munitions firms of a third power are often avail-
able, 
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65. General 
Immediately after hostilities cease, the problem 
of technical intelligence is to concentrate maxi-
mum effort in exploitin? the defeated nation's 
science and technology. E_,dsting warth118 organi-
zation of technical intelligence agencies shonld not 
be modified, The mission of scientific and tech-
nical intelligence should be modified to include-
a, Maintenance of current files of information 
on enemy materiel to include exr~:rimental iten1S, 
personalities involved, and ar:',unt of budget 
allocated, 
b, Emphasis on proluction and manufacturing 
techniqucs and capabilitie,,, to include information 
on plants capable of conyersion to manu"acture 
of military items, 
c, Obtaining data on basic research, personali-
ties, plants, and institutions involved, 
C/, Production and maintenance of bclmically 
detailed information and intelligence concerning 
foreign facilities, installations, and technic.al 
activities. 
e, The exploitation of intei1igence targets which 
were "passed over" during Lc,,;tilities, 
66, Advance Planning 
The advent of complete submission by, hostile 
nation is preceded by advance planning for com-
plete and rapid exploitation of the sources of in-
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formation on enemy materiel. To this end, plan-
ning provides fo1'-
a. E~:pan8ion of Technica.l Intelligence at 
Theate}'. A nny. Expansion of technical intelli-
gence at theater army level will be accomplished 
by training additional personnel from within the 
theater and from the zone of interior. 
b. Target Selection. Intelligence on and plan-
ning fm' screening of enemy government and 
military agencies, personnel, installations, pro-
duction, and stu rage facilities is accomplished 
sufficiently in advance to facilitate rapid seizure. 
c. Special Intelligence Operations. Planning 
"\li\ coordination with other staffs and agencies 
are can'L d cut to insure adequate guards, spe-
cialist detachments, and facilities for proper 
sereening of targets. 
d. Collection Ccntcrs. Establishment of addi-
tional collection centers adequate in size and scope 
to support the technical intelligence screening and 
exploitation program mal' be required for person-
nd, documents, and materiel. 
e. Evacuation Facilities. Evacuation consists 
of two phases: movement from diverse installa-
tions to the collectin;; ('mters and from there to 
the zone of interior. Special provisions and co-
ordination with tec;'nical services is necessary in 
the matter of dismantling large machinery, in-
sb;'::tions, 0) other facilities and for their move-
ment. Shipmc:lt of large numbers of selected 
individuals, docun:ents, and materiel to the zone 
of interio), is so sc:heduled as to avoid conflict with 
redeployment of trC)OtlS 
10 
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((.. Troo}is','(' OccuptltiOll"duties requ'ire ;'vide dis'-
persion of small units to cover'the country. Per-
sonne! .;who'.'cncounter;' matters ,of. a technical 
intelligence nature report' these' m"tter~ through 
intelligence channels .. ' 
b. Intelligence ·Pel·sonncl. At all echelons, the 
technical intelligence mission continues in force. 
Certain· intelligence personnel are selected for 
participation in special inteIligeneeoperations.; 
c.Technical Scrvice Per·sonnel. Dismantling 
operations and special intelligence operations pro-
vide opportunities for thorough and· widespread 
exploitatiori of £01'lne1' enemy pel'ROllnel, 111atcriel, 
and documents for intelligence pUl')ioses. '1'S1D'8 
take part in such activities. 
d. Other Agencies. Civilian and military spe-
c;alists j'romthe zone of interior, military govern-
merit, civil affairs, constabulary,· Counter Int"ilr" 
gence· Corps, and Out· alliescolltinue to provide 
pe!'tincnt information. 
68. Sources 
((. Pe}·80nncl. Oflicials and individuals con-
nected with former enemy government and mili-
tary technical and research agencies, testing 
grounds, and other installations, as \ve11 as scien-
tific personnel from institutions of higher learn-
ing, research organizations, manufacturing con-
cerns, and other development, production, and 
testing facilities, provide a vast number of ))er-
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sons to be screened for detailed interrogation and 
for other technical intelligence purposes. 
b. Documents. Documents containing informa-
tion on existing, new or proposed materiel, facili-
ties, and technical activities, and others concerned 
with research and development, are generally 
centralized in or near government institutions or 
priy"te concerns. A portion may be hidden by 
attending personnel or natives for safekeeping 
and future use. Investigation and screening of 
the following places should produce the desired 
results: patent offices; government institutions 
and agencies concerned with research, develop-
ment, and production; universities; weapons and 
equipment testing grounds and laboratories; 
manufacturing concerns; former enemy technical 
service installations and depots. 
c. Materiel. Systematic investigations by com-
bined detachments of manufacturing plants, 
weapons and equipment testing centers, technical 
service depots, etc., provide opportunities to dis-
cover informatioJ of weapons, munitions, and 
equipment. 
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tion. 
Quartermaster Service Organi-
zation; 
Sigmd Service Organization. 
Military Intelligence Scrvice 
Organization. 
Transpori :ttion Service Organ-
ization. 
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APPENDIX II 
,; . EXAMPLE/THEATER ARMY TECHNICAL 
INTElUGENCE FIELD PLAN 
C-L-A':'S-S-I-F-I-C-A-T-I-O-N 
Issuing Headquarters 
Place 
Time/Date 
Appendix __ to Annex __ . (Intelligence) . 
to Opn Plan __ . 
1. GENERAL. A statement of the purpose, 
references, period covered and designation of sub-
;rdinate elements required to prepare similar field 
plans. 
2 .. ORGANIZATION. a. Intelligence Agencies. 
Organization and function at eaell echelon;lnclud-
ing subordinate and supporting agencies and their 
liaison. 
b. Technical Services. A subparagraph for 
each technical service stating the mission, organi-
zation, allotment of TSID's, responsibilities and 
functions, as well as designation of Field Service 
Depots. 
3. PERSONNEL. a. Military. Policy concern-
ing: special passes; taking custody of captured 
enemy materiel; movements in forward areas; 
reporting to command posts; cooperation with 
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combat intelligence personnel; rc:ationship be-
tween intelligence, and "technical service intelli-
gence personnel. L :\,Uh:j 'J"l/', 
b.) Civilian; (l)Authority: fOl':presence in 
theat~r'-of opei:Ations;.pass~s requil:~d. . 
(2) Poli~ies c()Jicer;'i~gS~oils';;:s for indi-
viduais 'andgroups; 
(3 )/Re"ponsibilityot sponsor}or logistical 
support.: " , ' 
'(4j:Limitations on activities of individuhls 
and groups. 
4. DIRECTION. Policies governing publishing 
EI~Is and Want Lists; designation of special tar-
gets; direction to be provided by subordinate 
qchelons and technical. services. 
5; COLLECTION. a.: Documents.' Procedur')'s, 
for collecting ,and forwai:(jlng:-'(f(icuments., . Lee 
sponsibilities for evaluating importance and time,J 
liness of data. Channels for forwarding. 
'b. frisoners. Procedures for selection and 
5:1tc~'!'Dg:aTT01;""0:t; P{~}'sonnel with techn1cal knowl-
edge; channels of evacuation; ultimate disposition 
(civilians, neutrals, deserters, etc.). 
c. Materiel. (1) Disposition of information 
conceriilng captured enemy materiel. 
(2) Policies for safeguarding, evacuation, 
examination and ultimate disposition. 
6. PROCESSING., a. Records required to be 
maintained. 
'" ·)b .. Policies governing preparation of,prelimi-
nary and final fwld reports. ,,:' ')ie: c" "i"': 
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c. Liaison and coordination between intelli-
gence agencies and technical services concerning 
evaluation and interpretation of technical intelli-
gence information. 
7. DISSEMINATION. a. Purpose, scope, 
language, content and type of periodic and special 
reports to be submitted. 
b. Policies governing disseluination. 
8. SPECIAL INTELLIGENCE OPERA-
TIONS. a. Theater and theater Army policy con-
cerning scope and effort that may be expended on 
missions. 
b. Authority to determine whether an intelli-
gence target should be saved for capture or 
destroyed. 
c. Procedures for collecting and reporting 
data. 
d. Responsibility for direetion of operations. 
e. Limitation on units and individuals au-
thorized to participate. 
f. General provisions for security of planned 
tJj)8J.'ation.':>, ba.f..:g~ia~·~i.~;: ':OlT;PC:12:!1t:..: of intcl1i·· 
gence and other value, priorities concerning ex-
ploitation. 
Commander 
Distribution: 
Authentication: 
C~L-A-S-S~I~F ~I-C-A-T~I~O~N 
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